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A CATEGORICAL APPROACH TO MATRK TODA BRACKETS

K. A. HARDIE, K. H. KAMPS AND H. J. MARCUM

Abstract. In this paper we give a categorical treatment of matrix Toda brack-
ets, both in the pre- and post-compositional versions. Explicitly the setting in

which we work is, à la Gabriel-Zisman, a 2-category with zeros. The develop-

ment parallels that in the topological setting but with homotopy groups replaced

by nullity groups of invertible 2-morphisms. A central notion is that of conjuga-
tion of 2-morphisms. Our treatment of matrix Toda brackets is carried forward

to the point of establishing appropriate indeterminacies.

0. Introduction

When P. Gabriel and M. Zisman wrote their book [3] they presented their
subject (homotopy theory of simplicial sets via categories of fractions) from
the most general point of view available going "back to the beginning of the
theory ... in the hope of providing the reader with ... proofs which are
easier or more conceptual than those already published." Their study of homo-
topy having begun in Chapter IV they set out in Chapter V "to give a standard
and self-dual proof of various exact sequences occurring in Algebraic Topology
... the main idea is to construct an exact sequence in the category of pointed
groupoids and then to reduce the study of a large class of 2-categories to the pre-
ceding one." They soon specialise to 2-categories Sf which satisfy conditions
A and B below :

A. If x and y are two objects of Sf, Hom%>(x, v) is a groupoid.
B. There is an object  o  of Sf  such that, for any object  x  of %?,

Horneo, x) and Hom^(x, o) are isomorphic to the zero category
cf.

Continuing in the spirit of Gabriel and Zisman the present paper is a con-
tribution to an abstract theory of homotopy that assumes the existence of a
2-category S? satisfying only condition B. Indeed it can be regarded as se-
quel to a paper [8] by the third author which, in the setting of an arbitrary
2-category, studies the notion of homotopy equivalence and characterises the
homotopy equivalences in various lax categories. Here the development paral-
lels that in the topological setting but with track groups of the form nÇLX, Y)
or n(X, Q7) replaced by nullity groups of invertible 2-morphisms. A cen-
tral notion is that of conjugation of 2-morphisms. This notion is available in
any 2-category but does not seem to have been used previously. In fact when
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dealing with a groupoid enriched category we show that the homotopy category
and the category of conjugacy classes are isomorphic categories. But the main
objective is to show that the new homotopy theory also can be equipped with sec-
ondary composition operations modulo certain indeterminacy, and to compute
the indeterminacy in the case of the abstract analogues of the Toda brackets,
including matrix Toda brackets. Since we consider post-compositional as well
as pre-compositional matrix Toda brackets the discussion of the indeterminacy
(in abstract form) may be more complete than in the existing literature where

results are often stated (for simplicity) in special cases (cf. [4]). Some of the
formulae (see Theorems 5.5, 7.1) look slightly different to corresponding results
in the topological case but, when appropriately interpreted, they do specialise
correctly. Other formulae are new (see Theorem 5.4).

Computing the operations in particular 2-categories will certainly be difficult.
Perhaps the most promising approach would be to exploit the methods of Baues-
Dreckmann [2]. However we do not consider here the problem of computation.

The results show that a theory of matrix Toda brackets is also available in
the injective (respectively projective) homotopy theory of modules over a ring
described by Eckmann and Hilton [6]. The category of pairs and homotopy pair
maps [5] can be equipped with the structure of a 2-category with zeros and it is

reasonable to believe that a study of the Toda bracket in this category (and other
similar diagram categories) may throw light on the properties (and definition)
of the classical higher order Toda brackets in the topological case.

As a further historical point, in the topological category matrix Toda brackets
(in the post-compositional version only) were first mentioned by Barratt [1] and
then by Mimura [10]. Both of these authors restricted themselves to the "stable
setting" in which the initial space of the square defining the relation is assumed

to be a suspension space. This restriction allows the operation to be regarded as
a special case of the Toda bracket. Our paper [4] defined the pre-compositional
version of matrix Toda brackets in the topological category for the more general
unstable setting. In the present paper of course we always work, by necessity,
in an unstable framework.

1. Conjugation of 2-morphisms

(1.1) Definition. Let ^ be a 2-category. For objects A and 5 of ^ suppose
that ~AyB denotes an equivalence relation on the 2-morphisms of the category
hom<%(A,B). For a given 2-morphism F:f=>g:A^B let

h_

(F) = {Ak   4 G    B \G~A,BF

denote its equivalence class. Now if the given equivalence relations are com-

patible with the horizontal composition of 2-morphisms, in the sense that if
F ~a,b F' and J ~b,c J' then J o F ~Atc J' ° F', then one can associate
a category to these equivalence relations. This category has the same objects
as W and the morphisms are the equivalence classes {F):A —> 5 .  Further
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note that assigning to the 1-morphism f:A -* B of W the equivalence class
(1 A: A -» 5 defines a functor from *& to this associated category.

(1.2)   Definition. Let

and A    H.T    B

be 2-morphisms of a 2-category W. We say that S and T are conjugate and

write S (conj) T if there exist invertible 2-morphisms H:v => s and .£: u =s> r

such that H + S - T + K.

>■ B

s s

It is straightforward to verify that (conj) is an equivalence relation on the
2-morphisms of each category hom^ (A, B) and that it is compatible with the

horizontal composition of 2-morphisms. Hence by Definition 1.2 there is an
associated category which we denote WK> and call the category of conjugacy

classes of W.

(1.3) Proposition, (a) If S: u => v is invertible then (S) = (lu) = (lu) •
(b) If S (conj) T as in Definition 1.2 and S is invertible then T is invertible.

Proof, (a) When S is invertible the equation S + 1^ = ly + S implies both

that S (conj) \u and that S (conj) lv .
(b) The equation H + S = T + K can be rewritten H + S-K = T with each

of H, S and K invertible. Hence T must be invertible.   D

(1.4) Definition. Let W be a 2-category. Two 1-morphisms f,g:A—*B of

W are said to be homotopic if there exists an invertible 2-morphism F:f=>g.
We write / ~ g. The relation ~ is an equivalence relation on the 1-morphisms
of W and is compatible with the compositon of 1-morphisms. Hence we may
form the quotient category of ^ by the equivalence relation ~ ; this is denoted
H ^ and called the homotopy category. The morphisms of H W are homotopy

classes [f]:A -^ B and there is a projection functor proj: f —» YfW.

Note that in the above definition of homotopic we have avoided needing to
assume that % be groupoid enriched (as done for example in [7] and [11]) by
simply requiring F to be invertible.

Observe by Proposition 1.3.a that if / ~ g : A -* B then If (conj) l g .

It follows that there is an induced functor H97 -* W<y given by [/] >-* (ly).

The composite functor
proj

B.W

is just the induced functor mentioned in Definition 1.1 .
We recall that a groupoid enriched category is a 2-category in which each

2-morphism is invertible.
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(1.5)   Theorem. If i7 is a groupoid enriched category then the functor

Hg? ->?<>    ,    U)~(lf),

is an isomorphism of categories.

Proof. A functor f<> -♦ Hf may be specified by the assignment (F) •-» [f]
where F:f=> g. This assignment is well-defined because if F:f *■ g is
invertible then (F) = (1 v-) = (lg) and [/] = [g]. Since clearly each of the

composites

Hi?    -►   &<>   -»   Hf

?o   -»   Hf    -►   ?°

is the identity functor the result follows.   D

2. The nullity operator

In this section we suppose that W is a 2-category which satisfies Condition B
(but not necessarily Condition A) on page 81 of [3]. Such a W is said to be
a 2-category with zeros. In particular each of the categories horn <& (A, B) is

provided with a distinguished zero 1-morphism denoted o:A —> 5.

(2.1) Definition. If

/

4F5

f
is a 2-morphism of W we define the nullity of F by

o

N(F) = { A    J| G    B  \G (conj) F}   .

Observe that N(F) c (F).

(2.2) Proposition. Let F:/=s> g be a 2-morphism in W. Then the following
properties hold.

(a) N(F) is nonvacuous if and only if f ~ o and g ~ o.
(b) If F (conj) F' then N(F) = N(F').
(c) // F is invertible then N(F) = N(ly) = N(lg).

(d) If f~g:A^B then N(ly) = N(lg).

(e) // C7': o =*• o w invertible then G + G' and G' + G belong to N(F) i/

Proof. Properties (a)-(d) follow easily from the definition of N(F) and we omit
their proofs. To verify part (e), let G:o =$■ o be in N(F) and choose invertible
2-morphisms H:o => f and K:o => g satisfying K + G = F + H. Since we
assume that G' is invertible so also is the composite 2-morphism H+G'. Then
the equation K + (G + G') = F + (H + G') shows that
(G + G') (conj) F, as claimed. In a similar way one shows that G' + G £
N(F).    G
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(2.3) Definition. If f:A -* B is a 1-morphism in W, we denote by s/(f)
the set of all invertible 2-morphisms f =ï f. Plainly sf(f) is a group under
vertical composition of 2-morphisms with group identity 1/:/=»/.

(2.4) Proposition. A 2-morphism £: / =>• f:A -* B is invertible if and only
if Ç is conjugate to 1 r. That is, #f(f) = {¿¡:f #> / | ¿¡ (conj) 1 A. Note in

particular that jtf(o:A-+B)=N(l0:o=*o:A^B).

Proof. If ¿; is invertible then the identity equation 1 /• + Ç = 1 s + { shows

that {(conj) 1 r. On the other hand, if ¡t, is conjugate to 1 r then by Propo-

sition 1.3.b Ç must be invertible, because 1 s is invertible.   D

(2.5) Proposition. Suppose that F:f=>g:A->B is an invertible 2-morphism
ofW.If N(F) is nonvacuous then it coincides with si (o: A -* B). In particular,
in this case, N(F) is a group under the vertical compositon of 2-morphisms in the
category horn <g (A, 5) ; the group identity ofN(F) is the identity 2-morphism

\o'- o =$■ o. Note moreover that, in this case, N(F) does not depend upon F.

Proof. Firstly, since F is invertible, N(F) = N(l A by Proposition 2.2.c. And

since N(F) is nonvacuous, Proposition 2.2.a implies that / ~ o and conse-
quently N(ly) = N(l0) by Proposition 2.2.d . It follows that N(F) - N(l0).

But, by Proposition 2.4, N(l0) = stf(o: A -»• 5) and the latter is a group. This
establishes the proposition.   D

Let F and H be 2-morphisms in W as indicated:

/ J~~^
A    JLF    5    tyH'   C

^^g^*       k

We denote by H o F (or sometimes just H F ) the horizontal composition of

F and H. We also write h o F or hF instead of 1^ o F and H o / or Hf

instead of H o 1 r. Note that if F and H are invertible then so in Hop.

Furthermore by the interchange law for horizontal and vertical composition the
equation

kF + Hf = Hg + hF
is valid. Consequently we obtain

(2.6) Proposition. Consider the 2-morphisms F and H given above. If F is
invertible then Hf (conj) H g, and if H is invertible then hF (conj) kF .

(2.7)   Definition. Suppose given the data:

W   -%->     ' l--     ■-      h

g

Then there are induced functions

N(F)   -►    N(/zF), G  ~   hG,

N(F)   -►   N(Fuj), G  H*   Gw,
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where G £ N(F). Note that these functions are well-defined since conjugation

of 2-morphisms is compatible with horizontal composition. If % c N(F) is a
subset, its images under these functions will be denoted by h o % and £? <>w

respectively.

(2.8) Proposition, (a) If h:B -» C is a homotopy equivalence in W then the

induced function N(F) -» N(AF) is a bijection.
(b) If w.W —> A is a homotopy equivalence in §* then the induced function

N(F) -> N(Fuj) is a bijection.

Proof. We only prove part (a); the proof for part (b) is similar. Let h:C —► 5 be

a homotopy inverse for h . Thus there are invertible 2-morphisms U: hh => Iß

and  V:hh => lç.   By Vogt's L-emma [8, Lemma 1.5] we may assume that

hU=Vh and Uh = hV.
Let L:o => o in N(AF) be given. Denote by K the composite 2-morphism:

T

*5

Because hU = Vh it follows at once that hK = L. Moreover K belongs to

N(F) as can be seen by observing that the chain of relations

K (conj) hL (conj) hhF (conj) F

is valid. The first of these relations, K (conj) hL, follows directly by the def-

inition of K. Also by assumption L (conj) hF and hence hL (conj) hhF.

And the last relation hhF (conj) F follows by Proposition 2.6 since hh ~ Iß .

Thus surjectivity of N(F) -» N(AF) is established.
Finally we verify that N(F) —► N(AF) is injective. First observe that

u + 1hh-u = lu-

Hence, by use of the interchange law, for any G £ N(F) we obtain

G = lB o G = (U + \jh - U) o G = U o 10 + h(hG) -Uo\0.

But from this last equation it is immediate that if GX,G2 £ N(F) satisfy
hGx = /z<J2 then Gx = G2 ■ Thus N(F) -» N(AF) is injective and consequently

a bijection.   D

(2.9) Proposition. Let the 2-morphism F given in Definition 2.7 be invertible.

IfN(F) is nonvacuous then the functions N(F) -> N(AF) and N(F) -» N(Fuj)
are homomorphisms of groups.
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Proof. If Gx and (?2 are in N(F) then by use of the interchange law

h(Gx + G2) = lh o (Gx + G2)

= (ln + ln)o(Gx +G2)

= (lhoGx) + (lnoG2)

= hGi +hG2

so that N(F) —► N(/zF) is indeed a group homomorphism. Similarly we see
that N(F) —► N(Fuj) is a group homomorphism.   D

(2.10) Remark. It should be pointed out that the functions in Definition 2.7 do

depend on the 1-morphisms h and w and not just on their homotopy classes.
For example, if h ~ h' then indeed N(/zF) = N(h'F) by Proposition 2.6 and
Proposition 2.2.b but it need not be true even that h o N(F) = h' o N(F).

3. The ct-operations

(3.1) Definition. Let §* be a 2-category with zeros. Suppose given the follow-
ing data in W :

C     -^-+     B

4  *   1»4- 4-
f\ =^=> I h

X
a

Then for a 1-morphisms w: W -> C we define a subset a(S, w) C N(Sw) by

a(S, w) = {-bK + Sw + aH \ Hio^fw,

K:o => gw and H and K are invertible}

and for a 1-morphism x:X -» Y we define a subset a(x, S) c N(xS) by

(T(x,5') = {-Fg + x5-r-C// |   C/:o=>jcû,

V:o => xb and [/ and F are invertible} .

Clearly a(S, w) is nonvacuous if and only if fw ~ o and gw ~ o. Similarly
a(x, S) is nonvacuous if and only if xa ~ o and x¿ ~ o. When cr(.S, w)

and <7 (a: , 5) are nonvacuous we say that they are defined.
It should be pointed out that the notations a(S, w) and a(x, S) do not

reflect the structure of the 2-morphism S as a "square" in terms of the 1-
morphisms f, g, a and b. In this sense these notations are insufficient. We

will clarify this aspect of these operations in the next section.

(3.2) Proposition. In Definition 3.1 suppose that S is an invertible 2-morphism.

Then a(-S, w) = -a(S, w) and a(x, -S) = -a(x, S) .

Proof. If S:af => gb is invertible then -(-bk + Sw + aH) = -aH-Sw + bK
from which the equality -a(S, w) = a(-S, w) follows. Similarly for the

second equality.   D

(3.3) Proposition, (i) If w ~ Ü7: W -» C then a(S, w) = a(S, ÛJ).
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(ii) If x ~ x: X - Y then a(x, S) = a(x, S).

Proof. We only prove part (i); the proof of part (ii) is similar. Because w ~ w
it is immediate that a(S, w) is defined if and only if a(S, ÜJ) is defined. Now
fix an invertible 2-morphism F:w => w and suppose that -bK + Sw + aH is a

2-morphism in a(S, w). Here H:o =*■ fw and K:o => gw are assumed to be
invertible 2-morphisms. Hence the composite 2-morphisms fF + H:o ^ fw
and gF + K:o =>■ gw are also invertible. Then by use of the interchange law
for vertical and horizontal composition in W we compute

-bK + Sw + aH   =-bK + Solw+aH
= -bK + So(-F+\w + F) + aH
= -bK-bgF + Sw + afF + aH
= -b(gF + K) + Sw + a(fF + H).

Since
-b(gF + K) + Sw + a(fF + H)

is a 2-morphism in a(S, w) we conclude that a(S, w) c a(S, w). Mutatis
mutandis a(S, w) c a(S, w). Thus a(S, w) = a(S, w).   D

(3.4)   Theorem. In Definition 3.1 suppose that S is invertible. Then
(i) in the group N(Sw) the subset a(S ,w) is, if defined, a double coset of

the subgroups b o N( 1 gw ) and a o N( 1 *w ) , and

(ii) in the group ti(xS) the subset a(x, S) is, if defined, a double coset of

the subgroups N(lx¿) o g and N(lxa) ° / ■

Proof. We only prove part (i); the proof of part (ii) is similar. Now since 5 is
invertible so is Sw ; hence by Proposition 2.2.c we have

N(Sw) = N(\afw) = N(lbgw).

Consequently aoN(lfw) CN(lafw) and bo~N(lgW) cN(lj     ) are indeed

subgroups of N(Sw). Let 6 = -bK+Sw+aH be a fixed but arbitrary element

of a(S, w). Here of course H:o => fw and K:o => gw are invertible 2-
morphisms of W. We shall prove (i) by establishing the equality:

a(S, w) = b o N(lgüj) + O + a o N(lyw)

Let G:o =$■ o belong to N(lgüj) and L:o => o belong to 14(1/^). By

Proposition 1.3.b each of G and L must be invertible. Then

bG + 6 + aL = bG - bK + Sw + aH + aL = -b(K -G)+Sw + a(H + L)

is an element of a(S, w) since K - G:o =*• gw and H + L:o => fw are
invertible 2-morphisms of g7. This shows that the inclusion

boN(lgwj) + 6 + aoN(lyw) c a(S, w)

is valid.
Finally, to verify the reverse inclusion, let —bK' + Sw + aH' be any element

of a(S ,w) with H':o => fw and K':o =*■ gw invertible 2-morphisms of f.
Then we may write

-bK' + Sw + aH' = b(-K' + K)-bK+ Sw+ aH + a(-H + H')

= b(-K' + K) + 6 + a(-H + H')
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Since -H + H':o =¡> o belongs to N(l sw) and -K' + K:o => o belongs to

N(lgyj) it follows that we have represented -bK' + Sw + aH' as an element

of ¿oN(lgt(;)-r-ô + aoN(lyu;), as desired.   D

We refer to the double cosets given in Theorem 3.4 as the indeterminacies of

the cr-operations. Further we say that the indeterminacy of a given operation
is trivial if the subgroups involved are trivial. As an example consider the
following diagram

W    -^     C     -►     *

(3.5) I
X

in which * denotes the zero object of f. Since hom<g>(W, *) and hom^(*, Y)

are the zero categories the next proposition is immediate.

(3.6)   Proposition. Let notation be as in diagram (3.5). Then

(a) a(T ,w) is defined with trivial indeterminacy and consists of the single
element Tw: o => o, and

(b) a(x, T) is defined with trivial indeterminacy and consists of the single
element xT:o => o.

4. Naturality

In the definitions of a(S, w) and a(x, S) it is required that S be a "square"
in W. We make this aspect of these definitions explicit by utilizing the category
(S&) of lax squares of &, as described for example in [9, §2] We recall that
if (W) is itself a 2-category. The objects of <S&) are squares

gC B

I»
X

in which S : af => bg is a 2-morphism of f. The 1-morphisms of ¿f(W) are

cubes

ß

(4.1)

♦ ÏÏ
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in which each square that is a face of the cube is provided with a 2-morphism
(these are unlabelled in the cube but specified below ) so as to satisfy the coher-
ence condition that the two composite 2-morphisms of f represented by the
following diagrams are equal.

(4.2) b'L + Ig + xS       m S'c + a'K + Jf

The left face (containing 5" ) of the cube (4.1) is its domain as a 1-morphism of
¿f (§*) and its right face (containing S' ) is its codomain. The 2-morphisms of
&&) are modifications of the cubes (4.1). To describe such a modification let
the two cubes (or 1-morphisms) of $(%?) indicated below have the same left

faces and the same right faces.

Then a modification (or 2-morphism) in ¿f(W) between these two cubes consists

of four 2-morphisms of W

R:c T:a U:xc,        V:ß=>ß,        i:a=> a,

satisfying the equations g'R + L = T+Vg and a'T + J = J + Ua .
The next proposition follows immediately from the coherence equation (4.2).

(4.3) Proposition. Suppose that the 1-morphism of 6(W) given by (4.1) has
the additional property that L, I, K and J are invertible 2-morphisms of f.

Then  xS (conj) S'c  and consequently ~N(xS) — N(5"c) .

By [8, Theorem 2.5] we have the following characterization of homotopy
equivalences in S(W).
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(4.4) Proposition. The l-morphism in &(W) given by (4.1) is a homotopy

equivalence in ^(W) if and only if each of the l-morphisms a,c, ß and x is

a homotopy equivalence in f and each of the 2-morphisms L, I, K and J is
invertible in fê.

(4.5) Theorem. Let <% be a 2-category with zeros and suppose that (4.1) spec-

ifies a \-morphism in (S&) which has the additional property that L, I ,K
and J are invertible 2-morphisms in fê.

(a) If w.W —> C is a l-morphism in W then x o a(S, w) c a(S', cw).

(b) If x': I'-»y is a l-morphism in W then a(x', S') o c c a(x'x, S).

Proof. We only prove part (a); the proof of part (b) is similar. We will show by
direct verification that x o a(S, w) c a(S', cw) . Let 8 = -bK + Sw + aH be
a fixed but arbitrary element of a(S, w). Here H:o =>• fw and K:o => gw
denote invertible 2-morphisms of W. Because / and L are assumed to be
invertible, the coherence equation (4.2) can be written

xS = -Ig - b'L + S'c + a'K + Jf

Therefore we have:

x o 6 = -xbK + xSw + xaH

= -xbK + (-Ig - b'L + S'c + a'K + Jf)ow + xaH

= -xbK - Igw - b'Lw + S'cw + a'Kw + J fw + xaH

- -(b'Lw + Igw + xbK) + S'cw + (a'Kw + J fw + xaH)

Noting that the composite 2-morphisms

b'Lw + Igw + xbK: o => b'g'cw

a'Kw + J fw + xaH: o => a' few

are invertible we thus see that x o 8 has been represented as an element of

a(S', cw), as required.   D

5. Matrix Toda brackets

In this section and in the remainder of the paper & denotes a fixed 2-category
with zeros.

(5.1)   Definition. Suppose 1-morphisms in W are given as indicated below.

W    -^     C    -^     5

4        I»
A VA     -►     X

a x

Let ¿! = {S | S is an invertible 2-morphism af =$> bg} . Then we define matrix
Toda brackets as follows.
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The first operation is nonvacuous (that is, defined) if and only if fw ~ o, gw ~

o and af ~bg , and if so is a subset of the group N( 1 fl sw ) = N( 1 ¿ „w ). The

second operation is nonvacuous (that is, defined) if and only if xa ~ o, xb ^ o
and af ^bg , and if so is a subset of the group N(1X(2 A = N(lx¿_).

(5.2)   Remark. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the equations

and

are valid.

{'■;-íH-¡'?í
(5.3)   Proposition. ,4 matrix Toda bracket depends only on the homotopy classes
of the l-morphisms it contains. That is, in Definition 5.1 suppose that

/~/,       g^g,       a~ä,       bab,       w~w,       x~x.

{i'H-iï'H
and

¡x    b     SX-!*    b    g X
X   '  a'   f !    \  '  ä'  f J'

Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 3.3 that the matrix Toda brackets
in Definition 5.1 depend only on the homotopy classes of w and x . Now to
show their dependence on the homotopy class, say, of g, let H: g => g be an
invertible 2-morphism. Let S: af => bg be any invertible 2-morphism. Define
M = bH + S . Then the two composite 2-morphisms below are equal.

1 - -Lie

bH + lbg + S = bH + S = M = M + alf+laf
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Consequently the corresponding cube
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is coherent and so defines a 1-morphism in ¿f^f) which is by Proposition 4.4
a homotopy equivalence in éf^i7) . Then by Proposition 4.5(a) we have

a(S, w) = 1% o a(S, w) c a(M, lç ouj) = a(M, w) c {¡•M
It follows that \     ,   8 ,w\ c \     ,   • ,w\ . But note that in the above

I a     f      J      la    /      J
argument the roles of g and g can be interchanged; this yields the reverse in-

similar fashion theelusion and therefore <      ,   & , w> = I     ,   ^,uj>.In simi
la/      J      I a    f      J

dependence on the homotopy classes of /, a and b is shown. This establishes
the proposition,   a

(5.4)   Theorem. Let l-morphisms be given as in Definition 5.1. Then the rela-
tions

and

are valid. Moreover, if x is a homotopy equivalence in %? then the first inclusion
is an equality, and if w is a homotopy equivalence in W then the second inclusion
is an equality.

Proof. We only verify the statements in regard to the first inclusion; those for
the second inclusion are similarly verified. So let S: af ^ bg be any invertible
2-morphism. Then we must show

xo<t(5,uj)c| **,   8   w}
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Note that the coherent cube

B —

b

xb       S:af=>bg

xS:xaf=$xbg

defines a 1-morphism in <?($*). Hence by Theorem 4.5(a) we have

xoa(S,w)ca(xS, lr°w) = a(xS,w)c \  xb ,   8.w\,
I xa    f      J

as required.

Now suppose that x:X —> Y is moreover a homotopy equivalence, with
homotopy inverse x: Y —► X. By Vogt's Lemma we may choose 2-morphisms

U:xx => lx and V:xx => ly which satisfy xU = Vx and Ux = xV. Let

T: xaf => xbg be an arbitrary invertible 2-morphism. Define f: af => bg to
be the composite 2-morphism:

/

T=Ubg + xT-Uaf

Then T is clearly invertible and

xT = x(Ugb + xT- Uaf),
= xUbg + xxT - xUaf,
= Vxbg + xxT- Vxaf,

= (V+lXx-V)T,
= T,

From this it follows immediately that

a(T, w) c x o a(f, w) c

by definition of T
by the interchange law
since xU = Vx
by the interchange law

since V+lXf-V = lly

..{■$..■»..}
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This shows that <        ,   ^ , uj > c .x o J  ° ,   g ,w> and consequently these
I xa     f      J I a     f      )

two sets are equal.   D

(5.5)   Theorem. Consider a diagram of l-morphisms as indicated:

W
w g

r |f[

->

B

X
a x y

U

Froo/". In order to verify the first inclusion, let S:af =*■ bg be any invertible

2-morphism. Then we must show a(S, wô) C \      ,   s™ ,o\. Consider the
{ a     fw     J

two diagrams:

~      wô       ^       gz    -*    c    -

4-

i4      -

5

I*
z   JL w   SU   B

fw[

A

Sw I*
X

Since plainly a(Sw, S) c \      ,   *    , ô \  it suffices to show a(S, wô) C
l a fw J

(t(5'uj , S). Actually we claim a(S, wô) = a(Sw, Ô) in N(Suj<5) . Now an ele-

ment of a(S, wô) is of the form -bK + S(wô) + aH where H:o =*■ fwô and
K:o => guj¿ are invertible 2-morphisms. But viewed as -bK + (Sw)ô + aH
this element also belongs to a(Sw, ô) . Thus a(S, wô) c a(Sw, Ô) . For the
reverse inclusion note that we have the following coherent cube.

Z -z+W

fw\

Sw: afw => bgw

S: af^> bg
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Hence by Theorem 4.5(a) we obtain a(Sw , ô) = 1% ° a(Sw, ô) c £7(5, wô) .
Therefore a(S, wô) = a(Sw, ô), as claimed. The second inclusion in the
statement of the proposition is proven in a similar way.   D

6. AdMISSIBILITY AND RELATIONS BETWEEN SUBGROUPS

(6.1)   Definition. Let {S?; +} be a group and let %[,..., %h be nonempty

subsets of &. Define %[-\-v%h ~ {X\ H-VXn \ x¿ £ ^¡, i = 1,... , n} .
Note that this is just a subset of ^. Of course it is always true that

\J%h

%[ + --- + %n C[J?xU---l)J?h]

where the latter denotes the subgroup of & generated by ^ U

The proof of the following elementary result is omitted.

(6.2) Proposition. Supposethat %[ and %{ are subgroups of a group &. Then
the following statements are equivalent.

(a) %[ + %2 is a subgroup of ' &.
(b) %i + %2 = ™2 "I" rti .

(c) X[+J% = [X[uMi\.

(6.3) Definition. Let 1-morphisms in f

W
w

C f X

be given. Then the functions

*{f)   ——►   Sf{af)  ,        £ i-   ai,

—►   j¡f(fw) ,        í h» Çw,

where £ £ stf(f), are group homomorphisms. The corresponding images of a
subset % c sf(f) under these homomorphisms will be denoted respectively
by dof in sf(af) and by ^ o w in sf(fw). Of course these images are

subgroups if W is a subgroup. We will say that the above composite afw is
admissible if s/(af) o w + aosf(fw) is a subgroup of sf(afw). Note that if
si (afw) is abelian then afw is admissible.

Now if afw is admissible then by Proposition 6.2 we have:

s?(af) ow + aos/(fw) = aosf(fw) + sf(af) ow

Diagramatically this means that a diagram of the form on the left below can be
replaced by a diagram of the form on the right below, and vice versa.
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That is, aU +Vw = V'w + all'. Here U, U', V, V are to be invertible
2-morphisms.

(6.4) Proposition, (a) If T: g => f is an invertible 2-morphism then the func-
tion

()T:sf(f) ->sf{g),        Ç~ÇT = -T + c: + T,

is an isomorphism of groups. Furthermore if sf (f) is abelian then the isomor-

phism (y is independent of the specific invertible 2-morphism T used to define
it.

(b) Let f:C^A satisfy f~o. Then j/(f) = {£. f * / | í (conj) l0}.

Proof, (a) That ( )■* is a group isomorphism is easily verified and so omitted.
Now let also T':g => f be an invertible 2-morphism. Then (V - T):f=> f
and (F- F'): / =^ /* are invertible and so both belong to sf (f). Let t\ £ SÍ(f).
Then because sf(f) is assumed to be abelian we have:

(F' = -V +t\+T'

= -T + (T-T')+i + (T-T) + T

= -T + Z + (T-T') + (T -T) + T

= -T + t; + T

This show the nondependence of ( )■*   on T.
(b) Since / ~ o, we have 1 r (conj) I o ■ Hence a 2-morphism £:/=>/ is

conjugate to 1 s if and only if £ is conjugate to I o ■ The result now follows

from Proposition 2.4.   D

(6.5) Notation. The image of a subset i? c sf(f) under the isomorphism ( )■*

of Proposition 6.1.a will be denoted 9T ; that is, fr = {-T+Ç+T |£ £ f} .

Of course if W is a subgroup of sf(f) then W*  is a subgroup of srf(g). Also

note that s/(f)T = s/(g).

The proof of the following proposition, being straightforward, is omitted.

(6.6) Proposition, (a) Let l-morphisms w:W —> C, fo,fx:C-*A and a:
A —> X in W be given. Also suppose there is given an invertible 2-morphism

T: /i =*• /o. Then for any subset % c sf (f0) the equations a o % * = (a o g)aT

in sf{afx) and gT oW = (W ow)Tw in s/(fxw) hold.
(b) Let S:h => g and T:g => / be invertible 2-morphisms and g? csf(g).

Then gs « (i"T)T + s in s/{h).

(6.7) Proposition. For l-morphisms W -> C ——► A in W let L:o => fw
be an invertible 2-morphism. Then the group stf(fw) is abelian if and only if
the group N(l *-w) = N(lo) = sf(o:W -* A)  is abelian.  And when this is

assumed to be the case we further have:

(a) If f sí o then (stf(f) ° w)L =stf(o: C-*A)oW.

(b)Ifw~o then (f°ss?(w))L = /o jf(o: W — C) ow.
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Proof. The first assertion is clear since ( )L:sf(fw) —► s/(o: W -* A) is an
isomorphism. Now since the proofs of parts (a) and (b) are similar we shall
give only the proof for (a). So let { € Sf{f). Since / ~ o we have £ (conj) lo
by Proposition 6.1.b. Hence there exists invertible 2-morphisms U:f=*o and
V:o =► / such that Ç=V+l0 + U = V+U . Then■

-L + Çw + L  = -L + (V + U)w + L

= (-L+Vw) + (Uw + L)

= (Uw + L) + (-L + Vw),    since s/(o: W -* A) is abelian

= Uw + Vw

= (U+ V)w

€Sf(o:C — A)°w.

Conversely, let x € sf(o: C —► A). Then x (conj) lo (conj) 1 y-, the last re-

lation obtaining because / ~ o.   Hence there exist invertible 2-morphisms

R:o=* f and T: f => o such that x = T+lf +R = T + R. Then

XW  = (T + R)w

=  Tw + Rw

= (Tw + L) + (-L + Rw)

= (-L + Rw) + (Tw + L),        since sf(fw) is abelian

= -L + (R+T)w + L

£ (Sli(f)ow)L.

Hence (sf(f) o w)L =*S(o: C^A)ow.   D

(6.8)   Proposition. Suppose the composite afw is as in Definition 6.3.
(a) Let H:o =s> fw be a given invertible 2-morphism. Then

(sf(af) ow + a os/(fw))aH = (s/(af) o w)aIi + a o N(lyw)

and consequently if afw is admissible then   (sf (af) o w)a" + a o N( 1 fw) is

a subgroup of N(laj-W).

(b) Let Q:o =>• af be a given invertible 2-morphism. Then

(*f(af)ow + a os/(fw))Qw = N(lay) ° w + (aotf(fw))Qw

and consequently if afw is admissible then  N(lfl/-) °w + (a o sf (fw))Qw is

a subgroup of N(lafw).

Proof, (a) Under the isomorphism

( )aH:*/(afw) -► s/(o:W^X) = N(lfl/tlJ)

we have

((j/(fl/) ° w + aosf(fw))aH = (sf{af) o w)aH + (a o tf(fw))aH.

Also
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(a osi(fw))aH = a o (si(fw))H , by Proposition 6.6.a

= aosf(o:W^A)

= aoN(lo) , by Proposition 2.4

= soN(lyw) , by Proposition 2.2.d.

This establishes part (a).
(b) The proof of (b) is similar to that for (a) and hence omitted,   o

(6.9) Proposition. With reference to the diagram given in Definition 5.1 sup-
pose that there exist invertible 2-morphisms H:o => fw, K:o => gw and

S:af=>bg. Letjr = -N{lafw)=W(lbgw)mj/'o:W->X). Then:
(a) If any one of the three groups si (afw), si (bgw) or A" is abelian then

so are the other two.
(b) Suppose that JV (or equivalently by part (a) either si (afw) or si (bgw) )

is assumed to be abelian then

(s/ (af) o w)aH = (s/ (bg) o w)bK

as subgroups of the group Jf. Let this subgroup be denoted by 3, say. Then
furthermore 3 is independent of the specific invertible 2-morphisms H and K
used to define it.

(c) In part (b), if N(S) is nonvacuous then also 3 = N(S) o w.

Proof, (a) This is clear since there exist isomorphisms

/ \-Sw                    i \aH
s/(bgw) —-► si (afw) -i-i-> sf(o:W^X).

(b) First observe that

(s/(af)ow)aH = ((s/(af)ow)-Sw)Sw + aIi    , by Proposition 6.6.b

= (s/(af)-sow)Sw + aIi , by Proposition 6.6.a

= (s/(bg)ow)Sw + aH , since si (a f)~s=s/(bg).

Also since Sw + aH and bK are both invertible 2-morphisms o =*• bgw and
since by hypothesis si (bgw) is abelian we may use Proposition 6.4.a to deduce
that

(si(bg) o w)Sw + aH = (si(bg) o w)bK.

The stated equality of the two subgroups is now obtained. The last statement
of part (b) clearly follows by using Proposition 6.4.a.

(c) By Proposition 2.5 we have N(5) = si(o:C -» X) because N(5) is
assumed nonvacuous. Of course this is so if and only if af ~ o and bg^o.
Now since af ~ o and JV is abelian we may apply Proposition 6.7.a to deduce

3 = (si(af) o w)aH = si(o: C -* X) o w = N(5) o w

as claimed.   □

The proof of the following proposition is omitted; it is analogous to the proof
of Proposition 6.9.
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(6.10) Proposition. With reference to the diagram given in Definition 5.1 sup-
pose that there exist invertible 2-morphisms U:o => xa, V:o => xb and

S:af=*bg. Let M = N(lXûy) =N(1X^) = si (o: C -, Y). Then:

(a) If any one of the three groups si(xaf), si(xbg) or Jf is abelian then
so are the other two.

(b) Suppose that JÍ (or equivalently by part (a) either si(xaf) or si(xbg) )
is assumed to be abelian then

(xosi(af))Uf = (xosi(bg))V8

as subgroups of the group JÍ. Let this subgroup be denoted by 31, say. Then
furthermore £% is independent of the specific invertible 2-morphisms U and V
used to define it.

(c) In part (b), if N(5) is nonvacuous then also 3î = x o N(5).

7. INDETERMINACIES OF MATRIX TODA BRACKETS

For convenience of reference we repeat the diagram in Definition 5.1:

W    -ÜU     C     -£-     5

bf\

Suppose now that invertible 2-morphisms H:o => fw , K:o => gw , S:af =*■
bg,  U:o => xa and  V:o =>■ xb exist.   Then both matrix Toda brackets

| b ,   I, w\ and (x,  b ,   g X are defined. Let 8 = -bK + Sw + aH £

si(o: W -. X) and çô = -V g + xS + Uf£ si (o: C_-*Y). Also set

^ = mafw)='N(lbgw)=^(0:W^X)

and

Jf = N(lxaf) = NO-rtç ) = si (o: C - Y).

Throughout this section we will maintain the notations and assumptions just
introduced.

(7.1)   Theorem. Let notation be as introduced above. Then we have:

(a) j*,   t[,w} = boN(lgw) + 8 + (si(af)ow)aH + aoN(l/ffl).

(b) j*,   ^   w^ = bo^(lgw) + (si(bg)ow)bK + 8 + aoN(lfw).

(c) {*,   ba,   gX^-N(lxb)og + (j) + (xosi(af))uf + N(lXa)of.

(d) jx,  J,  * }-Wxi,)<>S + (xoj*(bg))vb + 4 + H(lxo)of.

The right-hand sums of these equations are subsets in the sense of Definition 6.1.
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Proof, (a) Set X = bo N(lgw) + 8 + (si(af) o w + a o si(fw))aH. By

Proposition 6.8.a it will be sufficient to verify that <  b ,   s ,w\=X. First

suppose that -bK'+S'w+aH' is an arbitrary element of <  b ,   8 ,w> where
la/      J

H': o=> fw , K':o => gw and S': af =*• dg are invertible 2-morphisms. Then

-bK' + S'w + aH'

= -bK' + bK-bK + Sw + aH - aH - Sw + S'w + aH' - aH + aH

= b(-K' + K) + 8 + (-Sw + S'w + aH' - aH)aH

= b(-K' + K) + 8+ ((-S + S')w + a(H' - H))aH'.

Note that -K' + K € ~N(lgw), -S + S' £ si(af), H' - H £ si(fw) so

that   b(-K' + K) + 8+ ((-S + S')w + a(H' - H))aH £ X.

Next we show that 3? c <      ,   g ,w\. An arbitrary element of 5? is of
la/      J

the form bL + 8 + ¿;aH where L:o =*- o:W -► 5 belongs to N(lguj) and <!;
is an element of si(af) ow + a osi(fw). We may write ¿f = Vw + aU for
some V £ si(af) and some U £ si(fw). Then

bL + 8 + £,aH  = bL-bK + Sw + aH-aH+Vw + aU + aH
= b(L- K) + Sw + Vw + a(U + H)
= -b(K - L) + (S + V)w + a(U + H).

Observe that K-L:o=* gw , S+V:af =>bg and U+H:o=> fw so that this

last expression is an element of <     ,   & , w>. Therefore we may conclude
V   Cl J )

that | b ,   ^,uji=^as claimed.

(b) We have

j*,   Z   w}  ="{*,   f,w] (byRemark5.2)

= -(00^1^) + (-aH -Sw + bK) + (si(bg) o w)bK + b o N(l^uj))

(by use of part (a) above)

= èoN(l^u;) + (j/(^)ouj)^ + t9 + aoN(lyu;),

where in the last equality we have made use of the fact that -ff = ff whenever

ff is a subgroup of a group &. Note that it is also possible to deduce part (b)
from part (a) by verifying directly that

8 + (si(af) o w)aH = (si(bg) o w)bK + 8.

(c) and (d). The proofs for these parts are analogous to those just given for
parts (a) and (b) respectively and hence are omitted.   D
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(7.2)   Corollary. Let notation be as introduced above. Then we have:

{:
\aH

(a) If the composite afw is admissible then \  b ,  8 ,w> is a double coset
la/      J

of the subgroups boN(lgw) and (si (af) o w)an + a o N( 1 rw ) of JV.

(b) If the composite bgw is admissible then \     ,   8 ,w> is a double coset
la/      J

of the subgroups b°N(lgw) + (si(bg) ow)b^ and aoN(l rw) of ¿V.

(c) If the composite xaf is admissible then \x,  b ,  g  > is a double coset
I      a    f )

of the subgroups N(lxb)og and (x °si(af))uf + N(lXa) °f ofJ!'.

(d) If the composite xbg is admissible then \x,  b ,  '  > is a double coset
I      a    f )

of the subgroups N(l~fc) o g + (xosi(bg)yZ and N(lxa)«>/ of JK.

Proof. Only the proof for part (a) will be given; those for (b)-(c) are similar.

By Proposition 6.8.a, (si(af) o w)a™ + a o N( 1 fw) is a subgroup of JV since

afw is admissible. Hence the statement in part (a) follows immediately from
the equation in Theorem 7.1.a .   D

(7.3)   Corollary, (a) Assume that JV is abelian and let 3 be the subgroup of

JV identified in Proposition 6.9.b. Then the matrix Toda bracket \  b ,   ' , w \
la/      J

is a coset of the subgroup b o N(1^vj) +3 + a o N(l rw) ofA".

(b) Assume that J? is abelian and let 31 be the subgroup of À? identified in

Proposition 6.10.b. Then the matrix Toda bracket \x,  b ,   •   > is a coset of
I      a    f )

the subgroup N( 1^) o g+& + N(lj«|) o / of J!.
(c) If N(5) ^ 0 (or equivalently //" a/ ~ o ~ bg) then 3 = N(S) o w in (a),

and 31 = x°N(S) in (b).

Proof. We note that part (c) follows directly from Proposition 6.9.c and Propo-
sition 6.1 O.e. Of (a) and (b), only the proof for (a) will be given; that for (b)
is analogous.  First note that b o N(lgw) + 3 + a o N(l fw) is a subgroup

of JV because JV is abelian. Also, by Proposition 6.9.a, si (afw) must be
abelian and hence the composite afw is admissible. Then by Theorem 7.1.a
and Proposition 6.9.b we have

| *,   S,uj}  - boK(igw) + 8 + (si(af)ow)aH + aoN(lfw)

= bo-N(lgw) + 8+3 + aoK(lj-w)

= 8 + bo-N(lgw)+3 + aoN(lj-w).

Thatis, I b ,   8f,w\ isacoset of bo^(lgw)+3+ ao~N(lj-w).    D
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8. The classical Toda bracket

The case of the classical Toda bracket deserves mention in our context.

(8.1) Definition. Let 1-morphisms in ^

W -HU C -^—5  — X

be given. Following Toda's definition [12, (1.14), p. 9] in the topological case
we refer to the subset {b, g,w} of N(l¿gw) given by

{b, g, w} = {-bK+Lw | K:o =>■ gw, L:o =>• bg and K and L are invertible}

as the classical Toda bracket. Of course {b, g, w} is nonvacuous (that is,
defined) if and only if gw a o and bg a o. Also it is to be noted that what is
here designated {b, g, w} corresponds to what is designated -{b, g, w} in

[4].

(8.2) Proposition. Suppose that K:o => gw and L:o => bg are fixed invertible
2-morphisms and let p =-bK + Lw. Then {b,g,w} is defined and:

(a) {b, g,w} = boN(lgw) + p + T>!(lbg) ow.  That is, {b,g,w} isa

double coset of the subgroups b o N(lgw) and N(l¿_) o w.

(b) If the composite bgw is admissible then {b, g,w} is a coset of the

subgroup (bosf(gw))Lw +N(1¿ _) o w.

(c) If the group N( 1 b gw ) is abelian then {b, g, w } isa coset of the subgroup

boN(lgw) + N(lbg)ow.

Proof, (a) Let -bK' + L'w £ {b, g,w} be an arbitrary element. Then

-bK' + L'w  = -bK' + bK-bK + Lw-Lw + L'w

= b(-K'+ K) + p + (-L + L')w

e boN(lgw) + P + N(lbg) o w,

the last relation since -K' + K e N(l^uj) and -L + L' e N(l¿_).

Conversely if £ e N(l^uj) and ^ e N(l¿_) then we may write £ = -K'+K"

and x — -L" + L' where K', K": o =» gw and V, L": o =*■ bg are invertible
2-morphisms. Then

bÇ + p + xw  = b(-K' + K") + (-bK + Lw) + (-L" + L')w

= -b(K - K" + K') + (L- L" + L')w

£{b,g,w}.

Therefore {b, g,w} = bo~N(lgw) + p + N(lbg) o w .

(b) A direct verification shows that b o N(lguj) + p = p + (bosi(gw))Lw .
Hence from part (a) we have

{b, g, w} = p + (b osi(gw))Lw +N(lèf) ow

Now because bgw is assumed to be admissible Proposition 6.8.b implies that

the subset N(l¿_) o w + (b o si (gw))Lw is a subgroup. But this latter, being
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a subgroup, is the same as (bosi(gw))Lw -r-N(l¿_) ow . This completes the

proof.
(c) If N(l¿_w) is abelian then b o N(lgw) + N(l¿„) ° w is a subgroup of

N(lbgw) and the statement is immediate by part (a).   □

(8.3)   Proposition, (a) If a: A -* X is any l-morphism whatsoever then we have

{b,g,w}c{K   8q,w\    and    - {b, g, w} c j * ,   °,u;J.

And moreover {b, g, w} = \     ,   & ,w\.
loo      J

(b) If h: W —► D is any l-morphism whatsoever then we have

{b,g,w}c{b,   ° ,   h  X    and   -{b,g,w}c{b,   *,   w X.
I      g     w J I       o     h  J

And moreover {b, g,w} = lb,   ° ,   °   \.
I      g     w )

Proof. We only prove part (a); the proof of part (b), being similar, is omitted.
Given K: o => gw and L:o => bg, note that:

-bK + Lw   = -bK + Lw+\(n.w   . Y\

= -bK + Lw + al{0.w_A)

€{ b ,   8 ,w\
l a     o      J

Thus {¿,g,uj}c<     ,   & , w\. Hence and by Remark 5.2,
l a     o      J

-{b,g,w}c-{ ba,   *.*}-{ y   °*V>}

as well. Next observe that if the l-morphism a is the zero l-morphism then
aH — lo and Ga = I o for any 2-morphisms H and G. Now by definition

an element of <      ,   * , w \ is of the form —bK + Sw + oH where in this
loo      J

case K:o => gw, S:o => bg and H:o =$■ o:W -* A. But by the observation
just made we have oH = Ïq'.ô =*• o: W —► X. Hence

-bK + Sw + oH = -bK + Sw + l0 = -bK + Sw£{b, g, w}

as claimed.   G
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